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The research results presented here draw from data previously reported at SIG-CR 95 (Jorgensen
1995b). The theoretical perspectives of categorical perception are used to investigate the nature of
similarity judgements in a pictorial environment and to develop a conceptual framework for
exploration of the use of reference points in a sorting task. Both Boundary Reference Points and
Prototype Reference Points are used by participants in the sorting task. The classification process
does not appear to move in a linear or orderly way, and several suggestions concerning the nature
of the use of reference points in classificatory behavior do not seem to be supported by this data. The
results carry implications both for understanding the nature of classificatory behavior and for
image indexing and retrieval applications.
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Previous research by the author sought to describe the range and define the

types of image attributes as reported by participants in a series of describing,

sorting, and searching tasks with pictorial images (Jorgensen 1995a). Results

from a sorting task suggested a strong relationship between the types of attributes

described by participants and the groups into which participants placed the

images. Similarity judgments among images as represented by group names

were based on a wide range of attributes, which represented perceptual (in direct

response to a visual stimulus), interpretive (a response requiring inference from

prior knowledge), and reactive (emotional or judgmental) responses to the

images. The current research examines the sorting task data from the theoretical

perspective of categorical perception.

Categorization is viewed as playing a critical role in perception, thinking,

and language (Bruner 1973). A very general problem in cognitive science has to do

with how humans categorize, or sort the "things" of the world into categories.

These "things" can range from a concrete object to an abstract idea, and

categorization, or "sorting," includes many differential responses to a thing, from

detection and identification to verbal description (Hamad 1987). Categorical

perception refers to the relationship between categorization and perception and it
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